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In this article w construct a torsion-free group G without unique 
product property. A group G is said to have the unique product property 
(u.p. property) iffor any two finite subsets K, L & G, there are elements 
f~ K, gc L such that for any f’ E K, g’ E L, with (f’, g’) # (f, g) we have 
f'g' +fg. 
The interest in he groups with u.p. property was initially connected with 
the (obvious) fact hat for such a group there are no zero divisors inits 
group ring. However, the present example shows that generally speaking, 
there is no possibility to approach the zero divisors problem via the u.p. 
property. This answers aquestion which was mentioned by several uthors, 
in particular, by D. S. Passman [2, p. 6051. 
The idea of the construction is as follows: let c,, cl,..., c, be some 
elements of G (not necessarily distinct) and let C1, C2,..., C, be positive 
integers. Letalso u, b be elements of G such that 1, a, b, ab are all different. 
Define K,= (ci, cia ,..., ~,a~~~}, i= 1, 2 ,..., n  We take 
K= ij K;, 
i= 1 
L={l,a,b,ub}. 
Obviously in Kx L there are only 4n “problematic” pairs (f; g) (i.e., 
pairs whose product might be unique), namely f = ci and g = 1 or b and 
f=c,+' and g = a or ub, i = l,..., n  
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Assume that there are permutations Iz, p, 0,7 ES, and integers 
Li, Mi, Si, Ti such that 
O<Li,Mi,Si, Ti<Ci, i= l,..., n 
and such that he following relations hold in G: 
ci = ci(i)a hb ) 
cib = c~(~+Yz~~~“‘, 
c,a” = ~,~,~&~‘b, 
ciaCib = ~,~~~a~~‘~‘. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Then for (f, g) = (ci, 1) we can take (f’, g’)= (CHUM”, b) for 
(f, g) = (ci, b) we can take (f’, g’) = (c~&“@(~), 1) for (A g) = (ciuc’-‘, a) 
we can take (f’, g’) = (~,(~,a~“~‘~, b) and for (f, g) = (ciucf-‘, ub)we can 
take (f’, g’) = (~,(,)a~~‘~), l), i= l,..., n  
In the rest of the article w shall construct a torsion free group G with 
subsets K, L c G as above such that the relations (I), (2), (3) (4) are 
satisfied n G. By the above this group will not possess the u.p. property. 
We define G by generators and relations, theintegers n,Ci, L,, Mi, Si, T, 
and the permutations A,p, (r, 7 playing a role of parameters. 
In order to show that for a suitable choice of these parameters G is tor- 
sion free, we use small cancellations theory. We need a slight generalization 
of it namely when p is defined to be a small piece if for two relations up 
and p -‘u the product uu cancels neither to 1 nor to another elator. This 
generalization is discussed in[ 1, Chap. V.S], and all the usual results hold 
in this case too. 
1. THE CONSTRUCTION OF G 
Let n > 1 and let ;1, p, cr, 7 E S,. Let r be a directed graph with n vertices 
VI, Vz,...r 0” and 4n edges 1, ..., I, , m ,..., m, s, ,..., s, t, ,..., t, such that for 
i = l,..., PZIi (resp. mi, Si, ti) goes from Ui t0 UJ+) (resp. U,(i), U,(i), U,(i))* 
LEMMA 1. For any given p> 1 we can find a sufficiently large nand per- 
mutations 2,p, (T, 7 E S, such that r is connected and contains ocycles of 
length Gp. 
Proof: Let F be a free group on free generators 1,m, s, t. Let Q denote 
the set of all nontrivial words of length <p. Since the free group is 
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residually finite, we can find a normal subgroup N in F, of finite index, 
such that QnN=@. Let n=IF/NI and F/N= {f,N,f,N,...,f,,N}. We 
define 
and similarily for p, 6, and t. Obviously such a choice satisfy our 
requirements. Thelemma is proved. 
For any edge r in r let r- ’ denote the inverse edge, i.e., ifrgoes from the 
vertex u’ to the vertex u” then r-l goes from v” to u’. We write o(r) = v’ and 
t(r) = Y”. As usual p= (r, ..., rk)is a path in r if r, ,..., rk are edges uch that 
t(r,) = o(ri+ 1) for i= l,..., k - 1. The path p is called reduced if for 
i = l,..., k- 1, ri’ #ri+l. If t(rk) = o(rl) then p is called a closed path. 
Let F be a free group on free generators a, b. To any edge r in r we shall 
assign a label L(r) E F of the form 
L(r) = aRb”aR’, 
where R, R’ are some integers. Forthe inverse edge we take as a label the 
inverse word. For any path p = (r, ..., rk) in r, L(p) denotes the product of 
the labels L(r,), L(r,) ,..., L(rk). 
More specifically, let there be given 5n positive integers C,, CZ,..., C,
L, ,..., L,, M, ,..., M,, S, ,..., S,, T, ,..., T,. For i = l,..., n, we define: 
L(li)=b-‘a-h, (5) 
L(m,) = bC”P”‘, (6) 
L(Sj) = &‘b - ‘a - +,I, (7) 
L( li) = a=‘& - Ty 63) 
We introduce the group G with generators a,b and the set of defining 
relations: 
{L(p) 1 p is a closed path in r}. 
Adding all the cyclic permutations ofthe words L(p) we obtain a sym- 
metrized set of relations R. We shall start by deriving several properties of 
the labels L(p) where p is a path in r. Let p = (r,, rz) where 
t(ri) = ui = o(r2) for some j. By the construction of r, there are four edges 
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Ii, mj, sj, tj beginning at ij and there are also four edges lj,mlcj,, m,-lcj,, 
s,-I(~), t,-lcj) entermg uj 
VA-“” “‘...,,, / vi”’ 
Therefore lis one of the edges l,~‘, m :‘, s,rl, t,:‘, Zj,~‘(j)’ T~~I,~,, s~~;~~,, 
t,-lcj,, andr,isoneoftheedgeslj,mj,sj, tj, Z,;-‘~~~,,rn;~‘~-ll~~,,s o-~,j,, ? -I(~,. 
According to (5) (6), (7), (8) we have 
L(Ij.-I(j))=b-la-Lf, 
L(m,-Icj,)=bapMJ, 
L(s,-I(~)) = a+“,)b-la-~, 9 
L(t,-~,~,)=a~‘-“l’ba-~. 
(5’) 
(6’) 
(7’) 
(8’) 
Now according to(5), (5’), (6), (6’), (7), (7’), (8), (8’) we see that L(p) has 
the following form 
,Q) = aRlbelaD(rl,rz)bEzaR;, (9) 
where L(r,)=aR1b”laR;, L(r2) =aR2bE2aR;, &I = &l, E~ = fl and 
D(r,, r2) = R’, + R2. The possible values for D(r, , rz) are summarized in 
Table I. 
We impose the following condition: 
(*) All 15n integers appearing in the following list are positive and 
different amongst themselves: 
Ci, L,, Mi, Si, Ti, Ci - Li, Ci - Mi, Ci - S;, Ci - T, 
L,-Mi, L,-Si, Li-Ti, M,-Si, Mi-T,, Si-T,, 
where i= 1, 2 ,..., n  
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TABLE I 
r,- ’ 0 
m,-’ 0 
-I 
s, -c, -c, 
1; ’ -c, -c, 
‘A-‘,,, -L, -L, 
mbl-‘(/) -M, -M, 
Q’l,l -.s, -s, 
l,-‘t,1 - T, - T, 
c/-L, 
Cl-4 
c/-s, 
C/-T, 
c, 
C, 
0 
c/-L, 
c/-M, 
c,- s, 
C,- T, 
L, M, S, Tl 
4 M, s, r, 
-c,+L, -C,+M, -C,+S, -C,+T, 
-C,+L, -C,+M, -C,+S, -C+T, 
-L,+M, -L,+S, -L,+T, 
4-M, -M,+S, -M,+T, 
L/-s, M/-S, -S,+ T, 
-h-T, M/-T, s, - Tl 
LEMMA 2. If (*) is satisfied, then for any reduced path in r 
~ = (PI >..., Pk) 
the label L(z) has the following reducedform 
L(~) = aP’bsIaD(P’.Pz)b6zaD(P2.P)). . . aD(~k-~,~t)aP;, 
where L(p,)=aP’b6’aP; and 6;= +l for i= l,..., k  
ProoJ: Indeed by (9), the reduced form for L(n) can be obtained by 
cancelling the word 
w =ap,&baD(P~.P2)b&. . . bsk~IaD(Pk~l.pk)bskap; 
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where di= +l, i= l,..., k  It follows from Table Ithat for any i, 1 < i c k, 
D( pi, pi+ I ) is different from 0 except for the cases 
(a) pi=l~19 Pi+Icmj, 
(B) pi=m/-‘, pi+ 1 =ljP 
(Y) Pi=s~“,Pi+l=tj9 
(6) pi= t,:l, pi+,=sj. 
But then it follows from (5), (6), (7), and (8) that hi and 6,+, have the 
same sign. Hence w is reduced. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3. Assume that (*) is satisfied. Let x= ( pl, p2, p3) and 
p = (rI, rz, r3) be two reduced paths in r and let 
If bdlaPlbsZap~bb3 = ElaR1bEZaR2bE3 then n = p. 
Proof: By Lemma 2 we have: 
QP,, PA = P, = RI = Nrly r2h (10) 
WP,, PJ = P, = R2 = Wr2, rd. (11) 
Substituting f necessary x and p by 71~ ’and p -’ we can assume without 
loss of generality that r2 is one of the edges l,, mj, sj, tj. Let rz = Ij then by 
(1 l), D(lj, r3) = D( pz, p3). Since (*) is satisfied, t follows from Table Ithat 
p2 = I,., and we remain with the following possibilities: 
(4) ~3, f-3 E ([l(j), mici) 17 
(8) P37 r3 E {Sz(j)~ tl(j)l. 
On the other hand we know that .s3 = 6,. Therefore comparing (a) and (/I) 
with (5), (6), (7), and (8) we conclude that p3 =r3, for otherwise inthe 
labels L(p,) and L(r3), b would appear in different signs, resulting in dif- 
ferent signs for s3 and 6,. 
We have t(pl) = o( pz) = vi = o(r2) = t(rl) therefore, 
p,, rl E (I,:‘, m :‘, s,:‘, t,:‘, In-l(j), m,-l(j), so-L(j), t,-l(j)} 
by (10) 
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According to (*) and to Table I, we are left with the following possibilities: 
either p1 = rl or p,, Y, E {.s,:‘, t,-‘}. 
Since si = 6, we conclude as above that necessarily p, = rl . Thus we 
have shown that rr = p. 
The cases when rz is mj, sj, or tj are treated exactly in the same way. 
Using Table I, we first derive from (11) that pz = r2. Applying the sign 
equality s3 =6, we are then able to obtain pJ =r3. Then the equality 
t(p,) = t(r,) together with (10) leads to the conclusion that p, = Y,, hence 
rr = p in all these cases. The lemma is proved. 
Now we turn to the group G. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that (*) is satisfied. If uv, uw are two relators from R 
and u contains at least 3 occurrences ofb or b- ’ then either v= w or v - ’ w is 
also a relator. 
ProoJ For some closed paths rc = (pr, p2 ,..., pk)and p = (r,, rz ,..., r,) in 
r we have 
L(~)=aP~b~laPlb~2...aPk-lb~kaPk, 
uv = aP;b& apI b”2 .. . aPk-lb~kaP;, 
L(~) = aRob&iaR~b&2.. . aR/-,b~/aR/, 
uw = aR&laRlbez.. . aR/-lbe/aR; 
where ai= fl, si= +1 and: 
P,+P,=Pb+P;,R,+R,=Rb+R;. (121 
By the condition, for some d 2 3 we have 
Pb = Rb, di = ci, i= l,..., d, Pi= Ri, i = l,..., d - 1.. (13) 
Using Lemma 3, we obtain p, = rl and then by Lemma 2 P, = RO. From 
(12) and (13) we obtain 
R;-R,=R,-Rb=P,-Pb=P;-P,. (14) 
Let us denote Q = P, - Ph. By (14) we have 
uv=a-QL(+zQ, uw = aeQL(p)aQ. 
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Since a and p are closed paths in r beginning in the same vertex, we can 
form the closed path rrip and we have in F, 
V 
-1 w=a -Q(L(n))‘L(p))aQ = a~Ql(7c-1p)aQ. 
Thus either v = w or v- ‘w is a relator inR. The lemma is proved. 
Lemma 4 enables us to apply small cancellation theory to G. In par- 
ticular, if in the graph r there is no nontrivial reduced path of length <p, 
then the set R of relators satisfies thecondition C( [p/2]) for minimal 
sequences (cf. [l, p. 2731). 
We can alternatively lookon F as a free product of cyclic group (a) and 
(b) and then we can conclude that R satisfies the metric ondition C;IcP,21 
for minimal sequences (see [1, p. 2751). 
Let N be the normal closure of R in F, G = F/N. Applying Theorem 9.3 
[l, p. 2781, we obtain 
LEMMA 5. Assume that (*) is satisfied. Zf in the graph r there is no non- 
trivial reduced closed paths of length < 12, then for any nontrivial e ement w
is N there is a reduced factorization. 
w = usv, 
where there is a relator r E R such that r = st in reduced form and there are 
no more than 6 occurrences ofb or b-’ in t. 
Now we are going to utilize the fact hat small cancellation groups are 
well behaved with respect totorsion. 
LEMMA 6. Assume that (*) is satisfied and that there is no nontrivial 
reduced closed path in r of length < 2. Zf urn ER for some m > 1 then also 
UER. 
Proof Without loss of generality we can assume that zP’ is cyclically 
reduced (we can even choose R to consist only of cyclically reduced words). 
Then u is also cyclically reduced. Let 
u = aQob&l .Ql b”2 . . . .Q/- 1 b”iaQ/ 
> 
where si= fl for i= l,..., 1  Since urn is not a power of a, u too is not a 
power of a, so that I> 1. Then 
Um = aQo(b”LaQl . . . b&iaQ/+ Qo m - 1 b”1 .. . .Q/- I b&iaQ/. ) (15) 
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Since urn ER, for some closed path rr = (pi . . . . . pk) in r we have 
(16) 
um = aP,$,&aP1.. . aPk-Ib6kaP; 
3 (17) 
where 
di= +1,1 <i<k and P,+P,=Pb+Pb. (18) 
Comparing (15) and (17) we see that k=l.m and for h=O,...,m-1, 
6 h,+r=~i, i=l,..., 1, P,,,i=Qi, i=l,..., l-1, (19) 
and for h=l,...,m-1 
P,,=Qo+Q,, Pb+Pb=Q,+Qp (20) 
Now let us consider the close path p = ( pI+ i, p,+ 2 ,..., pk, p, ,..., p,). In 
view of (18), (19), and (20) we have 
L(/,) = aR’bhaP’. . . aPk-IbakaR”. 
By the assumption, k z 3 so a repeated application of Lemma 3 implies: 
n=(P, t...> PI, pl+ I ,..., pk) = p = b,+ I ,..., Pk, PI ,..., p,) (21) 
Therefore t(p,) = o( pr+ ,) = o( pl), then 
v = (PI ,..., PJ 
is a closed path in r and it follows from (21) that vm = x. We have 
L(v) = aPOb”laPl.. ap’-lb&ap’. 
(22) 
Since pI is the last edge of both v and rc = vm, then by (16) and Lemma 2 we 
have P’= P,. Using (19) and (20) we obtain 
where by (18) and (20) QO+Q,=P&+Pb=P,+P,, we have 
Qo-Po=P,-Q,, 
so that 
and we see that UE R. The lemma is proved. 
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Applying Theorem 10.1 [1, p. 2811 we finally obtain 
THEOREM 1. Assume that (*) is satisfied an that in the graph r there is 
no non-trivial reduced closed paths of length < 16. Then G is torsion free. 
Proof We have only to remark that uner the conditions of the 
theorem, R satisfies themetric onditions C;,, for minimal sequences, 
where R is considered asa free product of the cyclic groups (a) and (b). 
In view of Lemma 6, G is torsion free. The theorem is proved. 
Now we define the elements c ,,..., c, EG. Assume from now on the graph 
r is connected (see Lemma 1). Let wl, w3,..., w, be paths in r, connecting 
v,, with v2, v3 ,..., v, respectively. Let c1 be an arbitrary element of G and 
define for i = 2,..., n 
cj = c, L(wJ 
LEMMA 7. The elements c,, c*,..., c, satisfy (1) (2), (3), and (4) of the 
Introduction, .e., 
ci = cj.(i)aLL’l’b, (23) 
cjb = c~,(ijaM~(C), (24) 
c.aCl = c,(,.a%)b 2 (25) 
ciac’b = c,CiJaTr(z). (26) 
Proof. Let o1 be a trivial path at v1 in r and let Ok,..., o, be as above. 
For any i, 1~ i < n, o,l,o,$, isa closed path in r beginning and ending at 
u, . Therefore 
L(oiljw,y,f) E R 
and then, in G, c, L(o,l,o$,) = c,. Now in G we have 
Similarily we obtain (24) (25) and (26). The lemma is proved. 
We assume now that n and I, p, 0, z E S, are chosen in such a way that 
in r there are no nontrivial reduced paths of length < 16 (see Lemma 1.). 
Let Q,, i= l,..., n, j= l,..., 5 be 5n positive integers uch that 
CisNl,joNz Q,fCieN;,jsN; Q, for any subsets N,, N; c { l,..., n} and 
Iv,, N; E {l,..., 5) such that (N,, N2) # (N;, N;). Obviously such a choice 
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of Q, is possible (for example choose Q, to be distinct powers of a given 
prime). Define: 
Cj=Qil+Qi2+Qi3+Qi4+Qi5r 
Li= Qil + Q~u + Qi3 + Qi4, 
Mi=Qil+Qiz+Q,, 
Si = Qi, + Qn, 
T;= Qi,. 
Obviously with such a choice of C;, Li, Mi, Si, T,(*) is satisfied. 
THEOREM 2. G is torsion free and G does not have the unique product 
property. 
Proof. Let c,, c2 ,..., c, EG be elements satisfying (23), (24), (25), and 
(26), whose existence isassured by Lemma 7. Define K and L like in the 
Introduction. Obviously, by Lemma 5, the elements 1, a, b, ab, are all dif- 
ferent inG. By Theorem 1 G is torsion free and by our choice of c, , c2 ,..., c, 
the relations (l), (2), (3), and (4) of the Introduction hold in G. Thus G 
satisfy all the requirements set forth in the Introduction. Hence G does not 
have the u.p. property. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
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